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You are the voice. We are the Echo.
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Fresh produce, archery and a fall
festival for soap lurks just around
the corner for us Page 3

A Walk in the Park

Friday/Thursday, September 15 - September 21, 2017

Aftershocks
Students, staff and family
respond to the hurricanes
Judy Sutherland -

“There’s no word from my nephew.
He’s basically working around the
clock.”

Sutherland’s sister, Ruth
Martens Visit any of Indiana’s state parks
for free until Dec. 31 Page 4

Where does all
the old art go?

TheEchoNews.com

“It was scary. It was nervewracking, especially after dark
when we couldn’t see what was
going on. And of course, that’s
when the worst part of the storm
hit. And it was frustrating because
a hurricane is totally unpredictable

It was hard to focus on school
knowing my island could’ve been
wiped out. It was really hard
because I was constantly thinking
about them and telling them to
leave. It wasn’t really mentioned
on the news.		
My family had a choice to
evacuate. (The) majority of them
evacuated North, to the capital
city of Nassau, but my mom stayed.
The house and my mom are fine.
My mom wasn’t taking it seriously.
I didn’t receive much comfort
from Taylor because all the prayers
were directed to Florida. I received
comfort from certain (professors),
friends and OIP family and, of
course, Bahamians. When we pray

Photograph provided by Eric Hernandez

A friend messaged, “Attention
everybody, get your stuff. We
need to evacuate Inagua.” There
was even debates about where
they would evacuate to in the
group chat.
Over half of the island
evacuated.”
Zondervan Library invests in
student creativity Page 6

From one white
male to another

Keep asking questions. It’s okay to lean into
the unknown and uncomfortable Page 7

Volleyball
is holding
nothing back

Volleyball enjoying roster depth
this season Page 8
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WEEKEND WEATHER

Today

79°
60°
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and constantly changes course.
About half of our county is without
power. Our lights flickered about
a dozen times, but we never lost
power. Irma changed course and
went through Lakeland rather
than Tampa, which was good for
us. It put us on the outer bands
rather than the eye wall. We were
prepared to lose two trees, our
roof, solar panels and the screen
enclosure. But God is good and
we only lost one section of (the)
screen. It’s still raining and very
windy but nothing compared to
yesterday.”

			

Chrishauna Curry,
sophomore

“Irma was headed straight to the
Inauga, an island in the Bahamas,
before it suddenly turned further
east where the impact of the
hurricane was not as severe. I
was very worried and not having
support made it feel even worse.

for our states, also pray for students
in the Caribbean. Specifically
(in) chapel, we were told to pray
for Florida while Bahamian
students weren’t acknowledged.
A lot of students aren’t aware of
the calamities occurring in the
Caribbean.
There are a few islands (such
as) Acklins and Ragged Island
in the Bahamas that are now
uninhabitable because of damages.
It’s troubling in the way that it
intrudes my mind. It made me
anxious, gave me a difficult time
sleeping. The word that keeps
coming to my mind is worried. It
was a very worrying experience.
It was so horrifying that it was
surreal, because I wasn’t home to
really know what was going on. I
was thinking to myself, “What is
there to do?”
I remember I found out how
serious it was in a group chat two
days before the hurricane passed.
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Professor Eric
Hernandez, Assistant
Professor of Accounting

“All of my family lives in Houston,
and our three kids were born there,
so we consider Houston home.
Houston is the 4th largest city in
the US. It is a resilient city, and
extremely diverse, ethnically and
economically full of hard working
and friendly people. Even on the
highways we take turns when
merging, and at the bus-stops
downtown, you will see people
politely cue up unprompted as
they wait for the bus.
We are used to floods, and
indeed, people and businesses
prepare for hurricane season with
contingency plans, water and
non-perishable supplies in their
garages. Businesses run drills, and
decide ahead of time their response
including who evacuates and who
is critical during the emergency.
But we have not seen anything like
this in recent memory.
Our daughter Isabel was
months old when we decided to
evacuate for Rita, the whole city
was psyched a few weeks after
seeing what Katrina did in New
Orleans nearby. A 3.5 hour drive
to Dallas turned into 18 hours on
the highway for us, and others
spent much longer time on shorter
distance evacuation trips. Seeing
this time how the highways were
underwater, I have no doubt that
they would have become drowning
traps for people stuck in traffic

TOPPIT closes doors
Local pizza shop
permanently
turns off oven
Gabby Carlson
News Co-Editor

The Only Pizza Place in Town (TOPPIT) Pizza officially closed its doors
in June 2017. The third owners of the
pizza parlor, John and Cyndi Inman,
released an official statement on the
TOPPIT website stating the reason
for the closure.
The Inmans have owned the business for six years, and previous to
August 2016, their sales margins
have steadily increased. However,
August 2016 did not bring the usual sales flux that comes with two
thousand students residing in town.
In fact, the decrease continued as
the year progressed, according to
the statement.
John and Cyndi did not know
what was causing this until they
made their way onto campus and

Photograph by Riley Hochstetler

TOPPIT closes after 28 years of rolling dough for the Upland and Gas City communities.

toured the new LaRita Boren Campus Center.
“We visited the new Campus Center in January of 2017 that was, coincidentally, introduced to students
in August 2016, the same month our
numbers began to free-fall, and we
noticed that they had opened a

pizza shop on campus. After this
visit we realized what was most likely happening and the puzzle began
to take shape,” John Inman said.
The Inmans do not blame Taylor
University for their decline; they
only saw it as a business matter.
And since Emma and Charlie’s can

trying to evacuate, so I am glad
that didn’t happen.
Harvey was very democratic.
It hit people in every walk of
life, and neighborhoods of all
socioeconomic categories. My
family lives in a suburb named
Kingwood. None of their houses
were flooded, but literally houses
and buildings blocks away from
them were underwater. Our library,
our high school and grocery store,
only blocks away were destroyed.
To put it in perspective, it is as if
the Mississinewa flooded and
buildings as far as Reade are
underwater but others such as the
dining commons aren’t. I suppose
small variations in elevation made
a big difference.

“There are a few islands
(such as) Acklins and Ragged
Island in the Bahamas that
are now uninhabitable
because of damages.”
Either way, the response of the
people of Houston, helping each
other in the midst of the storm,
risking their lives for others and
making room for each other
in the aftermath is inspiring.
People helping neighbors or
complete strangers clean up their
homes of precious but destroyed
belongings was widespread. We
have friends whose homes were
destroyed and other friends who
opened their home(s) to them
for an indefinite length of time.
A nearby high school opened
their doors to ours, crowding
Kingwood High students along
with them. More than ever
we are proud to call ourselves
Houstonians. #houstonstrong.”
echo@taylor.edu
be paid for with Dining Dollars, the
business move was hard to compete with.
TOPPIT has been a part of first,
the Upland community, and more
recently the Gas City community,
since 1989. The Inmans were the
third owners of the business after
purchasing it and were planning to
sell it before reaching the ultimate
choice to close their doors permanently. The decision to close after
six years of ownership came with
the determination that their profit margins would only deplete if
they continued.
A new pizza restaurant is coming
to town later this fall, according to
Special Assistant to the President,
Ron Sutherland. Greek’s Pizzeria
started in 1969 with Athanasios
Chris Karamesines. The pizzeria
serves several locations, including
one in Muncie near Ball State University. They will be neighboring Joe
on the Go when they open the doors
to their Upland location.
For more information on the business closing, visit the TOPPIT website or the TOPPIT Facebook page to
read the full explanation.
echo@taylor.edu
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“The girls have such a fire and dedication in their hearts
that everyday we are getting better and have really pulled
it off,” said Tilson.
Pep times two

TheEchoNews.com
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Abiding in unity
The story of Spiritual
Renewal Week

Emily Rachelle Russell
Staff Writer

This week, Taylor University’s Spiritual Renewal speaker Nirup Alphonse, pastor of LIFEGATE Church
in Denver, preached in-depth sermons on the topic of unity in
Monday and Wednesday chapels
and Monday and Tuesday evening sessions.
According to Chapel Coordinator and senior Caleb Grubb, Alphonse’s series covered God’s unity
within himself and Christians’ unity with the Holy Spirit, Christ and
each other.
Grubb appreciates the depth
Spiritual Renewal week offers on a

single topic that typical chapel services can’t.
“I think it’s really great that they
have one speaker really focus in on
something for multiple days,” Grubb
said. “This year’s chapel theme is
cultivating Christian community,
and this year with Nirup’s messages, he’s really focusing on starting
from God and then going to . . . our
unity with the Spirit, and then our
unity with Christ, and then our unity with each other. So really building on a foundation. It really sets up
well theologically.”
Fellow Chapel Coordinator and
junior Natalie Rupp also loves Spiritual Renewal. “I think (Alphonse is)
a very engaging speaker, and I think
he’s on our same level,” Rupp said.
“He doesn’t speak over our heads,
so I really appreciated that about

Students gather in the Rediger Chapel to hear the message provided by speaker Nirup Alphonse.

Pep times two
The cheer and POMS
squads plan to take
school spirit into
the stratosphere

“He doesn’t speak over our heads,
so I really appreciated that about
him — being very personal —
but I also loved how he touched
on some issues that are not
talked about in chapel a lot.”
Evening services differ from chapel, according to Cavanagh, offering
more freedom and flexibility, and
reaching students who are in a different mood and mindset outside of
the rigid schedule of regular chapel structure. The altar calls of Alphonse’s services also change the
way students interact with the messages compared to regular chapel or
previous Spiritual Renewal weeks.
“There’s a lot of trust given to
(the speaker) to kind of shape how

The Taylor University cheerleading
squad and the POMS dance team strive
to work together to promote school
spirit. The cheerleading squad will
cheer during basketball and football
games, while the POMS team will continue to perform at halftime at basketball, football and soccer games.
New this year, the cheer squad is
coached by seniors Brielle Tilson and
Cassandra Schmid. The POMS dance
team is coached by seniors Leslie
Clouse and Courtney Spoutz. The two
teams compliment each other on and
off the field.
The cheer squad brought girls together who had not cheered since
high school. The team has progressed
tremendously, especially considering
many girls did not have experience
with stunting because it is illegal in
Ohio, according to Tilson.
“The girls have such a fire and dedication in their hearts that everyday
we are getting better and have really
pulled it off,” said Tilson.
According to Tilson, the cheer squad
will be appearing in the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics

9/15 - 6-8 p.m.

9/16-17 - 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

9/16-17 - 11 a.m.-7 p.m.

Adopting an Angell

Johnny Appleseed
Festival

Annual Old
Washington Street
Festival

News Co-Editor

FRIDAY

him — being very personal — but I
also loved how he touched on some
issues that are not talked about in
chapel a lot.”
Rupp worked with Grubb and Alphonse to organize the details of
the week and individual service
schedules. She thinks students feel
emotionally safe to worship in the
services with the lights off.
Campus Pastor Jon Cavanagh, after input from several colleagues,
makes the final decision in choosing each Spiritual Renewal week’s
speaker. He prioritizes speakers who
are good communicators with a biblical message.

(NAIA) cheer competition this year
against schools such as Indiana Wesleyan University, University of Saint
Francis and Bethel College. As a club
sport, they hope to be recognized as
a varsity sport in the next few years.
While the POMS dance team believes
in the impact of dance through choreography used as a form of worship and
promotion of school spirit, according
to Spoutz. The cheer team tumbles and
stunts to pump up the crowd, as well
as competing against other squads
in their league, junior Makaley Morgan commented.
“Both cheerleading and POMS are
groups of women with a passion
of boosting the morale at sporting
events,” freshman cheer member Kiersten Mackintosh said. “Each team has
very different skill sets, but ultimately, we are both there to come together
and entertain the crowd and cheer on
the Trojans.”
Members from each team are excited to work together to cheer on their
classmates and friends in the upcoming seasons, boosting the Taylor morale at each sporting event.
Taylor University’s fresh-faced cheer
squad is also looking for new members. The squad, coming into existence
last spring, is looking for not only
women, but men. They are in need of
strong male lifters and experienced
cheerleaders. The evaluation will be
held tomorrow, from 10 a.m.-12 p.m.
echo@taylor.edu

Gabby Carlson

Nirup Alphonse speaks about unity in the church, the Holy Spirit and with each other.

a service might go,” Cavanagh said.
“They’re going to bring in their own
style of communicating . . . (It) really is a true partnership.”
Previous speakers have been diverse in cultural backgrounds,
gender and age, according to Cavanagh, though he acknowledged
most have been traditional white
male pastors due to the pool of potential speakers available to choose
from in the evangelical Midwest.
Cavanagh feels Alphonse’s difference from previous speakers in age
and cultural background enabled
him to connect with students in a
different way. Cavanagh also hopes
to bring in more female speakers,
similar to Heather Larson (’96)

Executive Pastor of Willow Creek
Community Church, who spoke
at a previous Spiritual Renewal
Week. A female speaker is being
considered for next fall’s Spiritual Renewal.
Cavanagh supported Alphonse’s
message that God is a God of everyday life and everyday decisions.
College students are experiencing
a period of growth and change in
their lives, and not all of that experience can be pleasant.
For students who missed Spiritual Renewal chapels or evening services, videos of each service will be
available soon on the Taylor University YouTube channel.
echo@taylor.edu

The varsity cheer squad entertains the crowd while cheering on the Taylor football team.

Need weekend plans?
Ad
Manager
Upcoming local events
- Upland, IN

- Fort Wayne, IN
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- Muncie, IN

wanted!
Email echo@taylor.edu
more information and details.
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“It’s in my head, and I just have to make it
concrete, and that’s the trick,” Reishus said.
“And there’s always some translation. It
always looks different in your head than it
does in real life, but that’s pretty much true
for everything.”
Fabricated findings

TheEchoNews.com

Hidden gems

You don’t have to travel
thousands of miles to
have a good time
Hope Bolinger and
Hannah Stumpf
Life & Times Co-Editors

Living at a school deemed in the
middle of a cornfield, students often
struggle to find activities to do outside the university. After one exhausts
the options found in the community,
they might turn to gas-guzzling habits such as midnight donut runs and
weekend trips to Muncie, Indiana.
Some wings will venture 30, 40 minutes, even an hour, to snag a cookie
or find the perfect pick-a-date spot.
But what if students could spare a few
dollars by visiting a few local gems in
a 15 mile radius?
Before breaking the bank, consider
these local options for your next wing
or floor endeavor:

the etiquette on going to (retrieve) arrows,” Christophersen said.
Several perks include friendly staff
and their bloodhound who sits at the
counter. On a scale from one (poor) to
10 (best), Christophersen rated Perry’s Archery Center a 10.

Spencer Farms Orchard

A 10 minute drive from campus at
10620 E. 200 S., Upland, will bring
you to the 94-year-old farm that
has been passed down through
four generations, starting with

Dale Spencer, whose house hosts
the farm.
After Labor Day, the family farm
operation moves from selling produce in a hay wagon on State Road
5 to marketing handpicked produce
until the end of November.
“First and foremost, we sell quality produce at a fair price — no
frills,” said Sara Spencer Russell,
granddaughter of Dale Spencer.
Visitors can expect to find homegrown items such as sweet corn,
peaches, plums, pears, tomatoes,

bell peppers, cabbage, zucchini, squash and gourds throughout the year. However, during the
fall, the farm specializes in selling
pumpkins and more than 85 varieties of apples, including heirloom varieties.
Even for those Taylor students
and faculty who see no need in purchasing produce, Russell claims the
farm offers aesthetic richness as
much as it offers fresh, tasty food.
“I think all ages of people who visit us enjoy the unassuming beauty of
a working farm. We love what we do,
love our family and love our community,” Russell said.
Russell adds that Spencer Farms
is not a you-pick. In other words,
students and faculty cannot harvest
their own produce when they visit
the farm.

Local
Spots

FRIDAY

Mama’s Soaporium

This true mom and pop in Gas
City started in founder Amie Pearson’s kitchen in 2010 when she made
soap and sold her products at farmers markets. Three years following, she opened a brick and mortar
store, adding various apothecary
items such as body butters, bath
bombs, bubble baths and essential
oil blends.
“We pride ourselves about the
fact that we make everything we sell
from scratch, focusing on all natural
ingredients,” Pearson said.
She imagines college students
could benefit from a number of the
products they offer. For instance, the
Focus essential oil roller ball provides an ideal aromatherapy to help
students with studying habits.
For the men who attend Taylor,
Pearson’s husband, Patrick, created
products just for them in 2016 when
he joined the company. His product
line, known as Iron Mask Beard &
Shave Co., offers items ranging from
mustache wax to beard oils.

Some wings will venture 30, 40
minutes, even an hour, to snag
a cookie or find the perfect
pick-a-date spot. But what
if students could spare a few
dollars by visiting a few local
gems in a 15 mile radius?

Perry’s Archery Center

Looking for a fun activity no matter the weather? Look no further than
Perry’s Archery Center. Sophomore
Steven Christophersen and the rest of
Fourth Gerig (FOSO) go on an annual
pick-a-date there during J-term. The
cost is $10 per person, which includes
safety instruction and bow rental.
“They go through all the safety
guidelines. They bring you through
drawing a bow, how to release . . . all
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The women of Second South English enjoy the pick-a-dates Perry’s Archery Center provides.

Perry's Archery
Center

Spencer Farms
Orchard

Mama's
Soaporium

102 Smith St.,
Hartford City, IN

7177 E 161st St.,
Noblesville, IN

125 W Main St.,
Gas City, IN

This past April, the couple moved
the store to its most recent location
and plans to celebrate the movein this Saturday at an event known
as Mama’s Fall Fest. At this event,
local businesses such as Branches Bakehouse, Homestead Acres
Farm, John’s Kettle Corn and Creek
Candle Co. will set up booths at 125
W. Main St., Gas City to sell goods
at the Fall Fest, which takes place
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Pearson says
the Taylor community can expect
to find handmade and homegrown
Grant County items such as apple dumplings, pumpkins, mums,
gourds, hand-poured candles and
the release of the Soaporium’s fall
creations in soaps. A free craft
booth for kids to paint rocks, run
by local artist Meg Berg, will also
be available.
echo@taylor.edu

Fabricated findings
The history of Professor
Reishus' welding hobby
Becca Eis
Staff Writer

When driving on the country roads of
Grant County, there is seemingly not
much to look at . . . unless you come
across John Reishus’s yard.
“A lot of the steel sculptures from
getting my master’s are in my yard,
and it seemed appropriate because
you drive around in the country, and
you see farmers with old rusty farm
implements all over their yards, and
if you get to parts of my yard there’s
old rusty sculptures, and so I’m doing
my part,” said Reishus, an ’87 alumnus
and adjunct art professor.
When Reishus came to Taylor
as a freshman in 1981, the only
class he knew he wanted to take
was wheel-throwing. Little did he
know that he would be teaching
that same class to students like
him years later.
After his junior year, Reishus began working for a potter outside of
Muncie. Years later, after being a
part-time student and part-time potter, Reishus graduated from Taylor.
In 1991, Reishus was asked to come
back to Taylor to teach. It was then
that he decided to attend graduate
school and discovered his passion
for welding.
His first graduate school project
was a five-panel folding screen full of
copper panels with steel frames that

John Reishus smiles at his welding project as it smiles back.

he welded together. Reishus received
his master’s in sculpture from Ball
State University after only one calendar year and returned to his alma
mater to teach the classes he enjoyed
as an undergrad.
“I’d always said I didn’t have the
patience to teach. Well, my son was
born in ’86, and my daughter in ’88,
and I discovered, or the Lord gave
me, more patience,” said Reishus
with a laugh.

Since becoming a professor at
Taylor, welding has become more
of a hobby for Reishus. Different
from any other art form, Reishus
enjoys the immediacy of welding
as opposed to woodworking or ceramics where you have to let the
pieces dry.
When beginning a new project, Reishus will go to a junkyard and pick up
anything that intrigues him. He expressed that one of the most difficult

parts of welding is finding a source
for material.
“Just different things, I’ll just start
putting them together and see how
they look . . . it’s in my head, and I just
have to make it concrete, and that’s
the trick,” Reishus said. “And there’s
always some translation. It always
looks different in your head than it
does in real life, but that’s pretty much
true for everything.”
One of his most recent projects

Photograph by Halie Owens

was building the wood kiln for
the art department, which included welding the steel frame that
holds it all together. Reishus has
hopes of completing future projects with the use of his personal
welder once he finds a source for
material and has more time; for
now, he will allow others to admire
the intriguing display of past work
in his lawn.
echo@taylor.edu
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A walk in the park
TheEchoNews.com

Gas City library offers a
free Indiana state parks
pass until Dec. 31st
Hope Bolinger

Life & Times Co-Editor

Entering a state park for free is just a
library card swipe away.
Celebrating Indiana’s state park
centennial last year, libraries and
state parks across Indiana partnered up and sent 240 park passes to each of the Indiana state
libraries, one per library. However, according to Gas City Library
Director Nancy Bryant, libraries
could purchase an additional pass
for $50. These 240 park passes allow for a visitor to enter through
a state park gate for free, waiving
the $7 entry cost, allowing access
to any of Indiana’s 32 state park

properties. Of course, Bryant mentions this excludes attractions in
those parks which may require an
additional fee.
Given the success of the pass last
year, the program continued into
2017. Jacob Speer, Indiana’s state librarian, said they hope to prolong
the park passes into 2018.
“We’re working with the DNR, (Indiana Department of Natural Resources), to extend the availability.”
Speer asserted how much he appreciates the collaboration: “We’re really happy to partner with the DNR
to bring something that benefits all
Indiana residents.”
The process to check out the park
pass for a week follows a few simple steps.
Bryant said in order to check
out a pass at the Gas City Library, one must ask for the pass’s
availability at the reference desk.

Photograph provided by David Stumpf

One of the many activities Indiana’s state parks offers.

Speer says some libraries allow
for visitors to reserve the pass
in advance, but the Gas City Library does not permit this. Bryant says they give the passes on
a first come first serve basis. She
asserted although the pass has
been used frequently this year,
some weeks have gone by when
no one held the pass.
If someone approaches the reference desk, and the card wrapped
in a plastic case happens to be
there, the visitor must use a library
card to check out the pass.
“I think that was something misleading in the information about the
passes,” Bryant said. “But we have to
run (the pass) through our system.
People do have to have one of our
library cards.”
After the librarian enters the library card information, the visitor
can use the pass for the next week.
When returning a week later, the
library will ask the park pass user
to answer a survey of three or four
questions, a new addition to the
program in 2017.
Although these passes allow
access to the state parks, Mike
Guebert, earth and environmental science department chair, says
the under-10-dollar discount may
not offer that great of a deal.
“The park pass allows free entrance, but the entrance for an
Indiana vehicle is only $7, so not
that much savings. Especially because the gas money will be quite
a bit more than $7 if you drive
very far.”
Still, even if the students and
faculty venture in a vehicle with a
free park pass or not, Guebert encouraged the Taylor community to
visit the parks in the backdrop of
fall weather. He warned most will
be busy, such as Turkey Run, McCormick’s Creek, Spring Mill and
Pokagon. However, others such as

Nearby parks
& Reservoirs
Mounds State Park
Location: Anderson, IN
Earthworks created by Native Americans such as the
Adena Hopewell, formed around 160 B.C.

Ouabache state park
Location: Bluffton

,
Paved bicycle trails, live bison exhibit, IN
and

Mississinewa

Location: Peru, IN
for activities of fishing and boating, plus
suitable
lake,
cre
3,200-a
several hiking trails that wrap around reservoir

Salamonie

Location: Andrews, IN
water
Bridle trails, biking trails and 12,000 acres of land and

J.E. Roush Lake

Location: Huntington, IN
hing, mushroom hunting, and a shooting range
watc
ife
Fishing, hunting, wildl
Graphic illustrated by Naomi Noyes

Shades host fewer people if visitors arrive earlier in the day.
Abby Palmisano (’17), one of
the students on Guebert’s annual summer science trip, also encouraged the Taylor community
to spend a day in the parks. After
visiting Turkey Run’s large rock
formations, she extolled the beauty Indiana’s nature has to offer.

“I thought that Indiana didn't
have anything besides cornfields
but that's not quite true,” Palmisano said. “We tend to romanticize other places and think that
the place in which I live has nothing to offer, but with a world created by a God like ours, that's kind
of impossible.”
echo@taylor.edu

things that you love is a really meaningful thing,” said Fletcher.
For Freshman Lucas Rupp of First
West Wengatz, participation is a
priority because the events sound
fun. Upperclassmen hyping up the
open houses will lead to freshmen
helping out.
For Ireland, visiting open houses is an important part of the creative process. This gives students a
chance to ask other men and women from other dorms what they like
in an open house and get an idea
for what can be improved. In addition, it is a chance for wing and

floor members to see each other
once the school year gets busy. For
Rupp, showing other students what
his community on First West Wengatz looks like is a big draw.
The main advice is to plan ahead.
Ireland is meeting with her wing three
weeks in advance, and for Fletcher, as
early as October. This way, floor and
wing members will have an opportunity to share their ideas and vision
for the open house with leadership.
Getting the word out about an open
house is equally important.
“I think open houses can be really fun and a great way to get out of
the dorm and see other wings and
other ways people live and sometimes it's just fun to see friends you
have from class in their element
on their floor and in their space,”
said Ireland.
echo@taylor.edu

House hunting

What you need to know
about one of Taylor’s
most popular traditions
Hannah Stumpf

Life & Times Co-Editor

When the leaves start falling, it is
time to start planning open houses.
Usually themed, this is a chance for
floors, wings or sometimes entire
dorms to show some creativity to
visiting students from other dorms.
Largely, this falls on the PAs of
Taylor dorms to set the bar. Sophomore David Fletcher, PA on Fourth
Gerig (FOSO), is new to the position
this year. For him, he finds the need
to stick too closely to traditions or
past themes challenging.
“The biggest problem for me is
probably creativity because I know
what has worked well in the past,
and I'm comfortable following
through with old ideas. But a lot
of people don't want to go to the
same open house every year . . . so
thinking of new ideas and fun ways
to generate new kinds of content is
probably one of the biggest hurdles
I have to overcome.”
To do this, Gerig has an open
house planning committee that
gets together to generate new ideas.
The PAs will be responsible for delegating and handling logistics.
For Junior Savannah Ireland, PA
of First East Olson, the challenge
will be doing something that has
never been accomplished before.
“Olson does the Christmas open
house as a whole, so we definitely participate in that, but I can't
think of any that we've done in the
past, which is kind of weird,” Ireland said.
Ireland and her co-PA began
discussing possible themes this

summer, but the challenges did not
stop there. Since First East Olson
does not have a lounge this year,
Ireland and her co-PA need volunteers to convert their rooms for the
open house and have people willing
to decorate.
Participation can be the most
meaningful contribution made to
an open house.
“There's a great deal of ownership of the floor and the dorm as a
whole when freshmen get involved
because then you can point at the
things as you're walking through
the floor and be, ‘Hey, I did that!’ Or

people are talking about it looking
really good and you're like, ‘wow, I
was part of something bigger, I was
involved and invested in and put
my time into it.” This sense of community also extends to the campus
as a whole,” Fletcher said.
“The fact that you're getting to
bring people together from all over
campus to come visit your dorm is
a really meaningful experience because we’re not isolated units — each
dorm — and we live together in community with each other so to invite
other people into your space and
experience your culture and . . . the

the Wabash River

Photograph provided by Elyse Horb

Second East Olson's Awkward Family Christmas open house.

“There's a great deal of ownership of the floor
and the dorm as a whole when freshmen get
involved because then you can point at the
things as you're walking through the floor and
be, ‘Hey, I did that!’"
House hunting

Part-time passions
Photograph by Hannah Bolds

Ben Kiers
Year: Sophomore
Hobby: Longboard making
How did you get started?
“I longboarded for the first time as an
early teenager. A couple of my friends
had gotten into it, so I just kinda tagged
along with them. I bought my first longboard shortly thereafter, and within months of this all, my friends and I

Photograph provided by Jim Garringer

Dr. Ed Meadors
Department: Biblical Studies
Hobby: Tree Farming
How did you get started?
“Initially, it was just through walking in the woods, and then we purchased some land that originally
Ron Korfmacher (Taylor’s football
head coach) introduced me to. Years
ago, he and his son, Ben, and I and
my kids went camping out at some
property close to a forest that we
eventually bought. The purchase
of the land resulted in spending extended time walking in the woods.
Just exposure (to the forest) stimulated an interest to be able to
identify the different trees and to
appreciate their bark, and to appreciate smells produced by roots,
such as sassafras and crunched up

began pipe dreaming about starting a
longboard company. It was something
we liked to do is imagine what we could
do with our lives. One of my friends
had this idea that we could start making longboards and I took it seriously. I
did a little bit of research online, found a
place where I could get wood . . . I probably made my first longboard within a
year of riding my first longboard.”
W h at h ave y o u l e a r n e d
about yourself?
“Well, this was the first thing that I
ever thought ‘Hey, I’m gonna do this,’
and then I just did it. If you look at the
first couple longboards I made, it was
kind of discouraging what the results
were, and I’m surprised that I actually
stuck with it. I guess I just learned that
some things are important enough to
me that I will stick with them.”
leaves. I’ve discovered that being in
the woods is very healthy; it’s kind
of my preferred getaway. It’s just a
wonderful, satisfying thing and to
actually grow trees is an education
too. You can buy 100 white oaks, 100
red oaks, 100 walnuts, 100 cherry . . .
and start your own farm with a few
acres, and that’s essentially what
I did.”
W h a t h av e y o u l e a r n e d
about yourself ?
“It’s the discovery of a dormant
interest that I really didn’t have . .
. there are also dormant interests
that maybe have not yet been unlocked awaiting you, which is exciting. For me, tree farming, botany
fits that description. I’ve also developed an appreciation for wild
flowers. I am healthiest when I
am not pressured, when I am not
rushing and when I’m taking my
time doing what I am doing well.
Tree farming has taught me that.
There are many moments when
things seem to be coming from every direction . . . and I just have to
tell myself, ‘Slow down. Take some
deep breaths. Whether it’s writing
or preparing for class or teaching
class, enjoy it.’”

Photograph by Riley Hochstetler

Hailey Smith
Year: Junior
Hobby: Collecting
How did you get started?
“I started with rocks because I always found them really interesting
and accessible. As a kid, I would
go to the beach and find the prettiest rock; that was the goal of going to the beach. I would load my

Photograph by Ruth Orellana

Parker Rosario
Year: Freshman
Hobby: Juggling/ Knife Throwing

Photograph provided by Jim Garringer

Dr. Tricia Stan
Department: Chemistry
Hobby: Bird Watching
How did you get started?
“It really started officially when I
met my husband. He was a bird

Brecken Mumford
Life & Times Staff Writer

Tuesday night, I saw my dear friend
Paige McCourt (’16) for the first time
in too long. A beautiful young woman named Patience gave me one of
the best hugs I’ve ever been given, 10
minutes after meeting me. Nirup Alphonse (our Spiritual Renewal Speaker) introduced himself and shook my
hand. And, senior Andrew Hoff and
I finally remembered what class we
had together other than interpersonal
communication this past spring. You
could say it was a good night.
Wednesday was a wonderful day. I
saw so many happy faces, there was a
lovely gray sky (personal preference),
the final spiritual renewal session was
so encouraging and I made a pretty
lopsided — but happy — mug in ceramics. I was a little stressed and busy,
but it was a good day.
These things were a nice change
of pace from a streak of not-so-great
days and nights. Nights full of too
many tissues in the waste basket —
overflowing to the floor, days spent
not finishing my homework or sending those emails, trying every medicine or essential oil at my disposal,
days feeling incapable or incoherent

and nights sitting up, physically and
mentally exhausted and wide awake
literally crying out for rest.
We’re wrapping up the third week
of the semester — our first full week
at that. This was the week where syllabus shock wore off, and we think we
have everything under control until
suddenly there’s a meeting at 2:15 p.m.
on Wednesday when you get out of
class, chapel, class, class, class at 1:50
with no break in between. Or the one
time you can Skype your parents is
the one time your department has
scheduled a mandatory meeting. Or
someone keeps telling you about a
problem they’ve had for two years and
they keep asking you for advice but
ignore it every time. Or your wing/
floor has a retreat this weekend and
a pick-a-date next weekend which is
then followed by the week your first
major research paper is due.
This is the week when things
get hard.
You see, I love feelings and emotions. They’re valuable and valid, and
whether or not we want them to happen — they do. But the problem I have
is I rely too much on my feelings: in
relationships, in conversation . . . and
in my work, especially . . . when things
get hard or uncomfortable. I tell myself “I don’t feel like doing my laundry,” or “I don’t feel like this is the right
decision” or simply, “I don’t want to.”

And I have to stop.
Because loving God and loving others and loving myself isn’t always going to feel fun or good, it will hurt and
be hard. It is hard and it does hurt.
I’m tired of saying “I know” when
people show me truth in my life and
noticing things in my life that I need
to change but doing nothing. I’m tired
of not loving others simply because
I feel annoyed or like they may not
deserve it. I’m tired of making excuses. And, I think some of you guys are
tired, too.
So, my challenge for you and for
myself is this: let’s take this one day
at a time and lean into the presence and strength of the Lord. If you
were at Spiritual Renewal, you heard
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Fun free time activities
from faculty and students
Rayce Patterson
Staff Writer

dad’s pants pockets up until they
would fall down a little bit because
I had so many that I wanted to take
home. Then I started learning more
about why certain rocks look the
way they do and what the processes are behind them, and I found
that really interesting. . .and that
led me to different types of shops
that have this eclectic collection
of things, which led me to more of
an appreciation of bugs as well. I
don’t prefer to deal with them alive,
they’re still ‘creepy-crawly’ to me,
but I really appreciate how they
look and I kind of connect with it
spiritually with God, and how he
creates such small intricate beautiful things that are easily erased
but easily held together. That also
led me to bones as well.”

W h a t h av e y o u l e a r n e d
about yourself ?
“I learned that sometimes I don’t
care what people think. It’s something I find an interest in and
I don’t view it as really creepy. I
view it as something really organic
and from God, so I have that ability now to share with people, and
it’s something I can talk about to
people with, and they’re interested in it because it’s odd and they
don’t do it. Which is great because
sometimes I really need a segway
or an icebreaker because I can’t
think of one myself. It’s helped
me get more in tune with my own
spirituality, too, and what I think
is important and how to stand
strong in that.”

How did you get started?
“I was always fascinated with
knives, my dad bought me a seven or eight-inch dagger as a kid. I
guess I just fell in love with knives,
so then I bought throwing knives. I
think it was because of movies, like
‘The Expendables.’ I got into knives
and then I started throwing them,
and I was really bad at first. I’ve
done it so much that I got good and
then I got some interesting throwing knives like Batarangs and other cool knives like that. I just got

into juggling three years ago, then
I went from balls to knives then
to clubs.”
W h a t h av e y o u l e a r n e d
about yourself ?
“Patience is not one of my strong
suits, and I have been working on that
throughout juggling because I have
juggled for three years, so just starting
to juggle regular balls was rough. At
first, you don’t really get the hang of
it and you get really mad at yourself,
or at least I did. It’s a task you need
patience for.”

watcher already. One of the first times
we went out, we went to the zoo and
we were watching ducks, different
types of ducks, and so it became a
shared passion.”
W h a t h av e y o u l e a r n e d
about yourself ?
“I think maybe it has brought out
the love of (bird watching). How many
can you get? Which ones can you
find? I think it has probably brought
out the love of travel and meeting
people. Most birders I have met are
very nice people, and it kind of helps
you to look for the good things in all
people because there’s no particular
look of a birdwatcher.”

Brecken’
s
BREAKDOWN

Heading into
the nitty grittty

September 15, 2017

Alphonse speak about this in a few
different ways — about communing
with the Holy Spirit and abiding in
Christ and allowing God to prune
things in your life.
I don’t want to say this to be
preachy ; I’m not saying this because I’m better than you. I’m
saying let’s work on this together. Because whether you’re having
a nice Thursday, where the DC is
quiet and the food is good, when
the sun is out but it’s not too hot
and your brother sends you cute
sketches of Harry Potter characters or your Friday is off to a rough
start, the Lord does not fail us and
he walks with us.
echo@taylor.edu

Extended articles continued on
echo@taylor.edu

#TaylorU’s

TOP
TWEETS
Carissa Zaffiro@ CarissaZaffiro
"Your tears just got in my
ear" -real post spiritual
renewal problems #tayloru
#thatsintentionalcommunity
Tyler Kempton@ TylerKempton12
Idk what was better - the word
that @nirupalphonse brought
tonight. Or being called up on
stage and told that I was Jesus
#tayloru
Hannah Jewett@ Hannah_Jewett
I just waved to our campus pastor
with my breadstick #whatsup
#tayloru
Olivia Miller@ OliiviaaMillerr
The freshman couples have found
the education department lounge.
Send help. #tayloru
Tanner Huber@ T_Hubee
Ayy we got Tom Haverford's
brother for Spiritual Renewal
Week #parksandrec #tayloru
Adam Houser@ adhouse08
Sitting next to a unicorn in chapel.
#tayloru
JoHannah Lindsay@ jo_lindsay_
Them: what was your best
memory at Taylor? Me: there was
quinoa-stuffed avocados in the
D.C. once and that was pretty
dope. #tayloru
Braden Ochs@ bradenochs
Never thought I'd use the phrase
"risk it for the biscuit" in one
of my assignments...#tayloru
#riskitforthebiscuit #livinglarge
Chrysa Keenon@ Chrysa_Keenon
Someone used my name for
the mad libs in the bathroom
#achievement #tayloru
Blakelee Steeb_@ B1ake1ee_
Love when I see high schoolers
touring TU. Like hey! You're about
to realize #TaylorU is one of the
most special places you'll ever
be at.

A&E

“So I will grow for you and in You. And pray
my fruit reflect my adoration.”
Ode to the Gardener
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Investing in student creativity
Zondervan Library doubles as
an art gallery
Andrew Hoff
Opinions Editor

Photograph by Andrew Hoff

Zondervan Library Director Dan Bowell has
been purchasing student art for 16 years.

When Dan Bowell was hired as director of Taylor University’s Zondervan Library in October 2000, the
walls were lined with commercial art, vaguely resembling a doctor’s office. Seventeen years later,
Zondervan Library is home to one
of the most extensive collections of
student artworks among college libraries in the world.
“It is interesting — visitors come,
especially librarian types who see
the library — almost always, they
make note of the student art,”

Bowell said. Among those visitors
was a University of Pennsylvania
graduate student, who wrote his
graduate dissertation on the interior design of college libraries.
The sheer volume of student art
in Zondervan Library struck him
as significant.
“He liked a lot of things about
the library, but that’s something he
said he really found striking, and he
didn’t know of any examples to this
extent. I honestly don’t either,” Bowell said.
So how did the library do it?
Zondervan Library’s collection of
student art is approaching 200 pieces in total, almost all of which are
currently on display — one would
have to go through two locked doors
to find the few in storage. In 2001,
that number was far smaller.
It all began with the spring All
Student Art Show.
“I think it was in my second year
I decided, ‘Let’s start purchasing
some student art. It’s usually quite
affordable, it allows a student to sell
a piece of art; it also gives them a
place where their art’s going to be
preserved.’ That was kind of the initial impetus,” said Bowell about the
first purchases.
Calling it a modest yet important investment, Bowell and former
Circulation Coordinator Marsha
Becker began purchasing eight to

12 pieces each year from the show,
and the art department eventually
let the library have a look at the onsale pieces before the show in Metcalf even began.
Sixteen years of purchases have
resulted in quite the collection. This
summer, Zondervan Library added
100 more feet of wooden railing in
order to hang art in more places
than before.
“There’s hardly a space now on a
wall that doesn’t have an art rail on
it, but we have more art now in the
inventory than we can have out at
one time,” Bowell commented.
And no, Bowell doesn’t sell old
pieces. He hasn’t retired one yet —
instead, he keeps them rotating.
One piece he plans to rotate this
fall is in the main stairwell: “Kevin” by Kyle Dufendach (’04) [1], one
of Bowell’s personal favorite pieces.
“I have some slight misgivings
about it because it fits so well,” Bowell said. “We have another piece that
was the best of painting the year before the last. It’s quite a different piece
in terms of color and style, but people
will look at it, and they’ll look twice.”
Some of his other favorite pieces include “Danny” by Yeqian Zhao
(’15) [2], “unbound” by Aaron Leu
(‘06) [3] and one that he keeps in
his office window downstairs, “Mud
Slide” by Sarah Janke (’05) [4].
In recent years, Zonder van

Photograph by Andrew Hoff

”unbound” by Aaron Leu (’06) [3]

”Danny” by Yeqian Zhao (’15) [2]

Library has gotten a bit more experimental in what they choose to
purchase from the All Student Art
Show. Sculptures have become more
commonplace, sometimes dangerously — “I’ve fixed a couple, glued
a couple back together,” Bowell said
— as well as larger pieces, like senior Isaac Beaverson’s installation
[5] in the juvenile section.
The library has also gotten creative in terms of art placement.
“It’s pretty unusual — I can’t say
I’ve been in a library, and not very
many buildings where there’s art in
the restrooms and art in the elevator,” Bowell said.

“Mud Slide” by Sarah Janke (’05) [4]

Photograph by Andrew Hoff

“I really hope that whenever and
whoever takes over for Dan, that
they have as big of a heart for artistry as he does,” junior artist Hailey
Smith said, adding that for her, the
library feels like a haven outside the
art department.
At the end of the day, Bowell says
he wants to use his platform to empower creativity.
“I just think there’s something to
be celebrated with the creative impulse that human beings have, that
God has endowed us with and so it’s
a little venue to let that expression
come out,” Bowell said.
echo@taylor.edu
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by Isaac Beaverson (Class of ’18) [5]

“Kevin” by Kyle Dufendach (’04) [1]

Vagabon’s album “Infinite Worlds” Ode to the Gardener

Addressing the complications
of community
Kirsten Kosik

poetic track, “Cleaning House,” she track, “The Embers”, refers to Vagsoftly poses the question to her sur- abon as a small fish surrounded by
rounding community, “What about
them scares you so much? My standing there threatens your standing
Contributor
too.” Her words, backed by a quiVagabon’s debut album “Infinite et guitar and pregnant silence, cut
Worlds” is the auditory embodiment deeply into the inquiries of the marof community living. The product: a ginalized — those whose skin color,
tumultuous, sometimes perceptive- religious identity, sexual orientation
ly quiet, other times uncomfortably or haircut of choice may stimulate
noisy, sound.
fear within a community.
Vagabon, the indie rock project of
Simultaneously, “Infinite Worlds”
Cameroon-born Laetitia Tamko, ad- possesses a fragile vulnerability, and
opted the role of the quiet observer it is not until the listener is thorof the vibrant, complicated realm of oughly steeped within the album
human relationship.
that they may recognize its funcNavigating the politics of space, tion not merely as a distant analysis
Laetitia invites the listener to step of shared living, but as a literal exPhotograph by Unsplash.com
into an empathetic role: observing pression Vagabon’s personal experiVagabon’s
album
explores
the
the world of treacherous, isolated, ence of it.
idea of community living
even marginalized, spaces.
Woven throughout the album is
On the album’s most notably a narrative of hiding. The opening sharks, catalyzing a flood of tales
of isolation, failed attempts at intimate relationship and the desperation to alter one’s identity for the
sake of belonging.
Within the album’s concluding
track, “Alive and a Well,” Vagabon
sounds exhausted as she proclaims,
“I will make a home that is my own.”
Yet she emerges triumphant, having fostered a gentle, emotive, powerful analysis of the complications
of community.
In an interview with “Pitchfork,”
the artist claimed her ideal audience to be centralized upon “girls
that are not celebrated, both within
their communities and in the world.
Obviously women of color, but specifically black women, because that’s
who I represent,” said Vagabon.
Undoubtedly, Vagabon’s poetic,
introspective album will soften the
listener’s experience of herself, as
well as her surrounding community.
Photograph provided by New York Amsterdam News
echo@taylor.edu
Laetitia Tamko, Cameroon-born multi-instramentalist, singer-songwriter and producer.

Poem from spiritual renewal
week

Jason William Fisher
Contributor

OPINIONS

“Don’t feel the pressure to have all the
answers. Listen to others first.”
From one white male to another
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Looking back
on 9/11, 16
years later
A note from the editor
Andrew Hoff
Opinions Editor

Sixteen years ago, most of the Taylor student body had not yet entered
grade school — and yet, no one could
forget what happened on Sept. 11,
2001, which stands as one of the most
fateful mornings in American history.
To the right, you can examine the
front page of The Echo that came
out that Friday, three days following
the terror attacks in New York. Taylor
was visibly rattled and hurting, and so
many in this community were affected, directly and indirectly.
We at The Echo decided we would
seize this opportunity to reflect on
how a campus mourns such great
loss. We hope you will too. Here is a
published scan of The Echo on Sept.
14, 2001.
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From one white male to another
Help for your questioning

Know that it’s okay to be hurt and
broken over the conversation on
Caleb Grubb
race, but do not feel condemned for
it. Learning about white privilege, the
Contributor
history of racism or other topics can
From one white male to another, I feel heavy. It can be easy to say, “Beunderstand the confusion surround- cause I am white, I am evil because of
ing the conversation on race. I have a my skin — the evidence of the sins of
background of growing up in rural In- my ancestors.” Fight this condemnadiana, with the 2010 census reporting tion, but allow pain and discomfort
my county being 98.3% white. There prompted by the Spirit’s conviction
was one black kid at my school; all the in your life. Feel broken over what has
other people I remember being white. happened in history. Allow yourself to
Then I came to Taylor.
mourn those past sins. Allow yourself
Although Taylor isn’t diverse com- to feel the weight of the things you
pared to other schools, I remember may learn. Just don’t condemn yourbeing amazed, but admittedly a little self to hell for it.
uncomfortable, with all the diversity.
I didn’t know how to interact with or It’s okay to lean into the unknown
think about people that looked like and uncomfortable
me, or even begin to understand what
When I open a book on race, I don’t
a relationship with people different know what I’m going to feel reading it.
from me looked like. Although floored When I sit across a table from a friend
by this confusion, I was prompted by who starts to talk about race, I don’t
the Spirit to start searching for God’s know what can of worms I may have
truth in race. I’ve been through many just cracked open. Don’t disengage.
different seasons in this journey. Keep reading. Keep asking questions.
Some angry. Some confused. Some Keep listening to the chapel speakmourning. I don’t think my experi- er. Keep asking more people about
ence is unique for those who search their experiences. Keep going to the
through this topic.
next event that talks about diversity.
Rather than giving you the “right” Don’t disengage.
answers, I hope to give you a few tips
to help you search. I’ve learned these Learn about people, not political
the hard way, and I hope you take statements
them with you on your journey.
This is a conversation that is politicized, and because of that, sometimes
Know the difference between con- people answer questions with their
viction and condemnation
party lines, not by thinking criticalLearn this early, because I didn’t. ly through the issue. Cast aside party

Photograph provided by Unsplash

Conversations on race can be tiresome and uncomfortable;
don’t pressure yourself to know all the answers.

lines for this conversation and seek
the experiences of different people.
Let your ideas be formed out of love
for a brother or sister, not from politics.

go to people I trusted with questions
about the other things.

Find people to go on this journey
with you
Take time to listen before you feel
I know this one may seem hard
like you have to speak
at first, but my guess is you can
Some things are clear-cut in this find someone on your wing, a class
conversation. If someone said, “I or somewhere at Taylor who is in a
think black people are the worst,” I similar place as you. The most underthink we can easily discern that opin- standing I have gained has been proion as one worth speaking out against. cessing with someone who was just
The problem is that this conversa- as confused as I was. Also seek out
tion is nuanced, complex and defi- people that have formed opinions but
nitely not clear-cut in some places. are willing to show you grace and love
Don’t feel the pressure to have all in your confusion and seeking.
the answers. Listen to others first.
Give yourself space and time before
I hope the things I’ve shared can
you decide to speak into that com- help. I pray for your journey and
plexity. I was in this stage for almost discernment and that you do this
two years at Taylor. I would speak out prompted by the Love of Christ.
against what I knew was wrong, and
echo@taylor.edu

TROJAN NATION

“We had been craving a win over IWU for so long.”
Volleyball is holding nothing back
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Trojans come home
Senior Sam Hardy has scored one goal in the first six games.

Men’s soccer conquers
Judson 4–1 after 20 days
without a home game

Iglesias mentioned one of the
team’s goals was to dominate the first
10 minutes and send a message. Taylor went into the second half with a
confident 2–0 lead and a 10–3 shootJustin Chapman
ing advantage.
The lead did not stop growing in
Sports Editor
the second half, as the Trojans upped
The men’s soccer team defeated RV their lead to 3–0 after senior Lewis
Judson Saturday 4–1 to bounce back Nisbet scored in the 54th minute. The
from their first loss of the season. fans provided great energy for the
This handed the Judson Eagles their team to succeed.
first loss of the season.
“The fans were awesome, and that
The Eagles’ coach, Steve Burke, has helps us,” said Nisbet. “Even if we
the most wins by a coach in NAIA his- were losing the game, I think that
tory with 544 victories.
would have been something that kept
The Trojans started out with guns us going. It was a lot of fun. (Iglesias
firing as senior Gonzalo Iglesias scored and I) said it was one of the funnest
in the second minute of the game. The games we’ve had.”
team took full advantage of playing
Not only did the seniors contribtheir first home game in almost 20 days. ute, but freshman Zoltan Suranyi

scored two goals in the game. These
are the first two goals of the young
player’s career. This also is the second time Taylor has scored four goals
this season.
According to Nisbet, having a
schedule that provides rest in between games helps plan for the next
game. The Trojans received a week
to get ready for Judson. Six days later,
the team prepares to play their next
opponent, Concordia.
“I’ve been trying to tell our guys,
‘Listen, I think you can play with absolutely anybody,’” head coach Gary
Ross said. “But, at the end of the day,
it can’t just be me thinking that. You
guys have to actually act on that belief
as well, and I think they’re starting to
come around.”
Ross has coached top 20 teams in

the past and knows what it looks like
to coach a team with that type of potential. For instance, in the 2011-12
season the team accomplished a record of 19–2–1. Last spring, Ross saw
the team start to really grow into a
team that can compete with some of
the best teams in the country.
The Trojans have only allowed four
goals in the first six games of the season, an impressive feat. The team
looks to continue this trend today
against Concordia and come out in
the first 10 minutes swinging again.
Concordia comes into this game
against the Trojans with an overall
record of 4–1.
Iglesias hopes to see more fans tonight at Turner Stadium. The game
is set to start at 7 p.m.
echo@taylor.edu
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Volleyball is holding nothing back

Trojans defeat Bethel to
add another victory to
their successful season
Lauren Taylor
Staff Writer

individually this season, but they
have also improved as a team. Luthy shared they have a very competitive conference this year, but have
been competing well with several big
wins already.
Last week, they accomplished
the massive task of beating the Trojans’ biggest rival, Indiana Wesleyan University, in just three games.
Sophomore Callie Drage shared
that they went into the match with
high energy.
“We had been craving a win over
IWU for so long,” said Drage.
This victory was only the second
win against IWU in the past fifteen
matches, making it a big success
for the Trojans. Another big victory this season was the win over No.
17 Jamestown.
This year, senior Becca Gerig
made the incredible accomplishment of reaching 1,000 kills in her
career at Taylor.
“It speaks into our team,” said Luthy. “You can’t get 1,000 kills without
1,000 good assists.”
One thing stands out about the
Trojan team: community on and off
the court.

From defeating their biggest rival to
conquering nationally ranked teams,
the start of the Trojans’ season has
already been full of success. According to the team’s head coach, Erin Luthy, the volleyball team has incredible
depth, with several skilled players in
every position.
With a record of 9–4, currently
ranked fourth in the conference, the
Trojans are holding their heads high
thus far into the season.
In their latest victory against Bethel, the Trojans won in three matches. Taylor dominated Bethel in kills
49–28. Taylor also had one less error
than Bethel at 19–20. This win gives
the Trojans their third win in the
Crossroads League.
This year, the Trojans have adopted six new players: five freshmen and
one transfer student. Senior Rachel
Bouma says that the freshmen don’t
portray any nervous energy and are
contributing well to the team already. The new players bring in high
energy and high confidence.
Another new addition to the Trojans is the assistant coach, Chandra Hepler.
“She fit right into the team super
easily,” said Bouma. “She brings a lot
of positive energy, and she can really
“Our community goes unmatched
relate to us really well.”
from any team I’ve ever played on,”
Not only have the players grown said Bouma. Drage agreed, saying,

“We don’t play for ourselves . . . we
play for the girl next to us and to
glorify God as a group. I think that’s
where our sense of community
comes from.”
The team participates in devotions together before every practice
and game, and they also went on a
mission trip to Nicaragua at the beginning of the season. Bouma feels
these have made a huge impact on
team building and unity and have
helped the girls to lift each other up.
As the season progresses, the team
will continue to grow. The team has
big goals of being ranked in the top
two in the conference, as well as
competing in the national tournament. They have a lot of potential
they haven’t reached yet and are excited about what’s to come this year.
“The rest of the season is just going
to be uphill,” said Drage.
The Trojans’ next game will be tomorrow at 3 p.m. at Spring Arbor.
echo@taylor.edu

Athlete of the Week

Stephen All

“It speaks into our
team,” said Luthy.
“You can’t get
1,000 kills without
1,000 good assists.”

Who won the Crossroads League
Male Runner of the Week?
A. Joey Ferguson B. Hunter Smith C. Landry Long
Check back next week for the answer! Last weeks answer: D

Photograph by Brad Timmerman

Senior Laura Craig has registered 51 spikes this season.

Stephen All
Photograph by Brad Timmerman

Year

Junior

Hometown

Sorrento, Florida

Favorite quote

“Winning isn’t everything, it’s the only
thing” — Vince Lombardi

If you could play
another sport

Soccer

Funniest teammate

Patrick Warren

Favorite pump up song

“Eagles” — Canon

